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a tds pen is a widely used peice of equipment to measure tds value. the price is affordable, and it is easy to use, however commonly it is not able to transmit data to a control system for online monitoring of water quality. in general professional instruments have
high accuracy and can send data to the control system, but the price is expensive for the ordinary person. to this end, we have launched an analog tds sensor kit which is compatible with arduino, plug and play, and is easy to use. matching with arduino controller,

you can build a tds detector easily to measure the tds value of liquid without needing to purchase expensive equipment. the bosch smartglasses light drive provides a complete, ready-to-use solution for smaller, lighter, more stylish smartglasses. the solution is
also compatible with curved and corrective lenses. this all-in-one smartglasses system delivers a highly intuitive user experience as a convenient display extension, providing an alternative to smartphone or smartwatch screen checking. the light drive is composed
of a technology stack of bosch optical, computing, and sensor components. the optical systems include microelectromechanical system (mems) mirrors with asic controller that precisely direct a low-power beam of light to the users eye. this technology paves the

way for a day without digital fatigue. the system displays the perfect balance of crowdstrike offers an easy to use uninstall protection process for the falcon agent. uninstall protection can be controlled by policy, making it easier to lock down sensitive devices. once
enabled in the policy, helpdesk teams can provide one-time device-specific maintenance tokens as needed. uninstall protection also adds a layer of protection that prevents unauthorized users from removing the sensor.
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measure the conductivity of a standard buffer solution such as 1413us/cm, and the tds pen can read
the conductivity with the tds value and convert it to the tds value, and the calibration value is about
707ppm. it looks like there will be a razer deathadder iii black edition with a usb type-c port. it has 6

programmable buttons in addition to the d-pad and a customizable oled display. the razer deathadder
iii black edition is expected to ship with windows 10 and razer chroma rgb lighting. razer has yet to
announce it, so we have no idea about what specs it will have, but at least we can see a prototype
model. the innovative unregistered geolocation tracking software will provide high level security

features to help you stay protected against any online dangers. it will retain real-time monitoring of
your google account and has built-in email alerts and email reminders when any unauthorized online

activity happens. accurate sensor technology is putting its sabertooth chronos mouse on sale. the
mouse has a 16,000dpi sensor and includes a number of extra buttons to customize that sensor based
on your gaming needs. accurate sensor technology also notes that the sabertooth chronos is a touch-

enabled mouse, and can be used with smartphones or tablets. the front of the mouse houses a
trackpad, while the underside has its two thumb buttons. the underside of the mouse has a usb type-c

port, plus the sabertooth chronos houses two memory cards so you can save gaming profiles, for
example. the new antec earthwatts hybrid-ax650 power supply is the ultimate power supply for

gamers. antec added an external 2.5” drive bay, two power adapters, and an adjustable fan speed and
temperature fan control. this power supply can handle up to 450 watts of power with a large fan, and

has a power output up to 600 watts. it is an excellent power supply for those who build high-
performance pcs, or for those who enjoy overclocking their pc. the antec earthwatts hybrid-ax650 is a

solid-state fanless power supply, and with that it has a quieter form factor. the antec earthwatts hybrid-
ax650 is also a great choice for those who prefer a quieter power supply. pc enthusiasts have been

waiting for a quiet 750-watt power supply for years. antec finally delivered a solid solution in the antec
earthwatts hybrid-ax650. 5ec8ef588b
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